
DFW GLITTERATI WEL-
COME NEW PCC CONSUL

StarWatch DFW, HNN, DFW, CAS
Sunday night saw the biggest stars of the Lone Star State 

gather at a gala event hosted by the Pueblo Corporate Coun-
cil. The exclusive event - covered exclusively by StarWatch 
- was to welcome the new head of the PCC’s consulate in 
Texas,  Euna Humytah. Ms. Humytah is replacing the outgo-
ing consul (and serious hunk of yum) Makyah Cheveyo – I 
for one am going to miss him!

Some of the area’s hottest designers were on hand to 
deck out their favorite stars! Ms. Humytah was wearing a 
custom gown from PCC’s megastar Len, and let me tell you, 
I may need to change my preferences on Swipe after seeing 
her smoking her way down the red carpet! Woof! Click here 
for our exclusive gallery, as always with IDs, ratings and 
commentary by the ladies of GoFugYourself!

> Ghost, that’s a lot exclamation points.
> Foxdale

> Exclusive exclamation points!!!1!!!
> MEESA

> Syphon (pic 37) has risen in the world, it would appear. I would 
not have expected to see her escorted by someone like Mon-
roe. His tastes tend to the more glamorous, according to the 
society pages. Perhaps she was working?

> Raven

> Wait, that’s Syphon?
> Dinari

> I believe so. The years have been kinder to her than most in her 
profession. Then again, her talents were always…troublingly 
elusive.

> Raven

> Pot? This is Kettle…
> Foxdale

> Exclusive! Goth arm candy!!!!!one!!!
> MEESA

> Not to intrude upon such riveting gossip, ladies, but does any-
body believe the line about why Cheveyo was recalled?

> Youarebeingliedto

> Of course not. Largely because I know who planted the evi-
dence for the cover story. Wasn’t me – I was the one who 

arranged for the PCC to need a cover story in the first place. I’m 
not sure why someone went through all that trouble. A red-mist 
haircut would have been cheaper.

> Whitehat

SHEDIM ACTIVITY DE-
CLINE CONTINUES

Horizon Awakened Data Services, Atlanta, CAS
Shedim activity has declined for the sixth straight year, 

according to the Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta. 
Their annual survey, released this week, shows that shedim 
activity was down 6% in 2079 from the previous year. 
“While there are individual hotspots, notably in portions of 
the Middle East, the global trend is clear,” said Dr. Amy 
Fitzgerald, head of the Awakened Infectious Diseases direc-
torate in a press conference earlier today. “At the current 
rate, we can expect to relax or guidance on corpse contain-
ment by 2085.”

The notorious spirits first appeared in 2061, emerging 
from the rift that marked the spot of President Dunkelzahn’s 
assassination. Labelled as “shedim” (from the Hebrew for 
"the dead”) for their ability to inhabit corpses, they became a 
significant hazard in morgues and graveyards around the 
world. The CDC’s Corpse Containment Protocols signifi-
cantly reduced the level of shedim activity, but have been 
expensive to maintain.

> Ah, the CCP - a great way to pay the bills during lean times. But 
I’d rather not have to ward any more graveyards, thank you very 
much.

> Foxdale

Ever since the the Watergate Rift was closed in 2073, the 
level of shedim activity has been in steady decline. Accord-
ing to some occult experts, the shedim first arrived through 
that rift. Persistent rumors that more powerful shedim were 
creating more rifts have not been confirmed.

> Fraggers. Couldn’t be buggered to mention that the founder of 
the New Islamic Jihad was a shedim. PC police can’t say any-
thing bad about muslims though, or someone might get their 
turban in a twist.

> Youarebeingliedto

> …or Spinrad Global has been shoveling ¥¥¥ by the bucketload 
at Horizon to try and clean up Global Sandstorm’s image. The 
NIJ isn’t exactly something that Sandstorm has ever wanted to 
talk about. And it’s not like the Caliphate were big fans of Ibn 
Eisa…even before they killed him. The first time. It ain’t political 
correctness, it’s business!

> (In)sanity

> I don’t buy this for one fragging minute. If the creepy bastards 
have gone quiet, it’s because they are up to something. All the 
stupid zombies got geeked ages ago - the ones that are left are 
smart. And when you’re dead, you plan for the long term. This is 
going to bite us in the keister some day.

> SithDog2057

> I ain’t saying you’re wrong. But I really hope you’re wrong. Be-
cause the last thing we need are more crazy sociopaths intent 
on spreading death and destruction.

> (In)sanity
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